If I’m gonna tell a real story, I’m gonna start with my name.

-Kendrick Lamar
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A special thanks to all our sponsors who have helped make this yearbook. On behalf of the yearbook team we would like to thank you for all the hard work that you have put in alongside us to make this book a reality.

"Coming together is a beginning, staying together is progress, and working together is success."
– Henry Ford
Mrs. Sana is one of the kindest, sweetest teachers to have taught in ISM and UWCEA. Throughout her time here to inspire us and she has expressed her interest in service and the environment. In doing so she has inspired us as students to love each and every one and to be kind. On behalf of all the students she has taught in ESS, I and S, art and global politics, we would like to thank you for all that you have done for us. With her bright smile and her heartwarming words, she will truly be missed, all the best Ms.

Miss. Marinel has served as a wonderful addition to our school for three years now. She has had the pleasure of teaching us both History and Self-taught for diplomas. All throughout her time here, she has been one of the most interesting and fun teachers, gracing classes with her memorable laughter and comments. As she leaves, on behalf of all her students we would love to thank her for all the joy and the knowledge she has passed onto us. You shall truly be missed and we wish you all the best on your upcoming journey!

Mrs. Julia has served the school for four years. As one of the residential boarding parents in Kisiwa dorm, she definitely made the experience for the Kisiwa folks more memorable. Her exceptional baking skills left all of us not just filled in our stomachs, but filled with so much joy for a kind soul. We wish her all the best on her new journey!
Mr. Marsh has served the school for three years. His excellent work as the head of sports and his countless efforts as the design teacher. His endless puns and jokes never failed to put a smile on students' faces. His pure dedication to rugby was very infectious and his antics will be truly missed on the field. Good luck Princess!

Ms Taylor, The last year has been different. It's been a long and rigorous journey with the IB, but a short and amazing time with you. The years to come, definitely, will be different as well. They will be without the extraordinary charm you carried along with you in every lesson that you taught. They will be without the smile that showed all those that walked passed you. To your new journey, we hope it matches the awesomeness that you are. We hope it's as kind to you as you have been to us. We hope it doesn't blur your memories with us, for ours will remain as vivid as day.

Thank you Ms Taylor. “Live long and prosper!” - Spock

Miss Jackies’ determination and relentlessness never failed to get her biology classes to learn; and how her efforts were appreciated. Her activity choices (Irish dancing, and the Electron Transport Chain song) always ensured plenty of laughter. Her care and motivation in her science and mentor classes will be missed at UWC EA. We wish her well in her next adventure.
As they prepare for P1, the EC students have been working hard to get to the next stage. It has been a real joy to see them grow and progress in different areas. Togetherness was a value that was stated in the EC class, they were able to love and take care of friends they made and fully respected their teachers. Best wishes for them as they make the next step to greatness!

-Mboka Mwasongwe
PYP 1

Adrian White  Daniel Kamm  Elijah Mhone

Harjeet Dhani  Luke Macquet  Micaiah de Lange
This year in P1, meaningful friendships were made and lots of fun was had! They are a group of smart, kind and special people who have excelled in the class. A lot of buzz was felt when joining the P1 class, a wide range of emotions, more of nervousness than excitement. With time came the building of chemistry, and that has allowed the class to expand as a group. We wish them the best of luck as they transition into the next class!

-Mboka Mwasongwe
PYP 2

Alyssa Meshack
Gerrit van Putten
Jeremy Larose

Joah de Lange
Parth Chamunda
Thomas Larose

Kateryna Andreichuk
We’ve had such a small class this year, and yet never felt like a closer knit community. Many of the P2 students were tiny when I first saw them four years ago. They are such communicators that we often find ourselves discouraging communication as a class skill! One of the moments the students have excelled at is sharing their learning about saving water and the importance of decreasing plastic waste. The students read about the implication that having limited freshwater has on Earth, as well as the effect plastic trash has on the ocean and marine life. They have created persuasive letters sharing their learning and thoughts with the UWCEA Community. The P2s love learning and are curious about everyone and everything around them. The P2s are messy, loud and energetic! They are excellent athletes and have a mean competitive streak! Our biggest challenge this year has been our artistic aptitude. It’s been incredible seeing how much we’ve all grown this year as artists as we near the end of this school year.

-Elisha Jaffer
PYP 3/4

Alice Meshack
Atuganile Mwasongwe
Baraka Stein

Christian Kamm
Joseph Kitomary
Lianna Simonson

Luana van Aarst
Malaika Kaburu
Milo Morley
This year in P3/4 was filled with lots of learning and plenty of fun. Highlights included: Hero reports, science experiments like elephant toothpaste, our Class Museum of artifacts from around the world, setting maps with compasses, the Endangered Animal Expo, and our camping trip to Mkomazi! The students were such a friendly bunch and we were able to study so many things together.

-Kacey Buckley
Our class kept growing this year - we started with 15 children and, at the point of writing, were up to 20! We were glad to welcome new friends to our happy group. In Semester 1 the class learned about rights and responsibilities. They took action by holding a very successful clothing and food drive for the Mwereni Integrated School and the Amani Centre respectively. An exciting activity during our inquiry into body systems was a heart dissection. All the children listened attentively and used the scalpels with care. We learned a lot - maybe there are some future surgeons in the class! Our camp was especially fun this year as we combined it with a safari in Arusha National Park and learned about landscape features such as lakes and volcanoes. Other highlights of the year included learning about bees with Simon Mtuy and the Bee Club, performing a song at the Evening of the Arts and honouring our mothers at the International Women’s Day assembly. It was a great year and we are already looking forward to the next one where the PYP Exhibition awaits us!

- Deborah Mills
The last year of PYP has seen P6, the class of 2029, experience many things. Painting with local artists, a tour of TPC, river walks, waterfall swims, tie-dying t-shirts, overnight camps, rock parties, visiting Wachagga huts and underground caves, and more. Of course, their exhibitions were a highlight of the year. The children camped at Kishari as they began discussing their ideas. This led to presentations ranging from local bicycle initiatives to collecting clothing for the homeless. The exhibitions themselves were varied and wide ranging and lauded as a great success. As MYP approaches the children are working towards this transition. Activities alongside our current M1s will help bridge the jump as they build on the next step of their academic journeys.

-Hywel Davies
MYP 5

James Meurig-Evans
Jewels Kiritta
Ari Bendito
Hugo Boehl
Alexander Smejkal

Kavya Thiagarajan
Tanushree Madhavaraj
Jesmin Syeda
Dhruva Janardhan
Ethel Olekambaine

Derrick Mabamba
Albert Mejooli
Lina Masenga
Karigo Msuya
Gabriel Mfugale

Amalia Karugaba
Gurtej Bhamra
Jo-Angeline Kitwala
Dennis Mabamba
Micah Tumwesigye

Fabio Frisee
Jinan Hamdan
LIFE SKILLS A

Arjun Aggarwal
Khaleel Al-Ashhab
Poala Assanmal
Nina Blaauw
Darlene Bulafu
Prutha Chauhan
Maria Chemodanova
Luyanda Chibwe
Juan Díaz
Ayman Muhidin
Muwanguzi Musoke
Yulia Tkachuk
“Hello, how you doing?”

-Hilda Kashasha
“It does not matter how slowly you go, as long as you don't stop”

-Confucius
LIFE SKILLS C
Let me do the wordle first, then we may start today’s lesson.

-Moya Laufer
"Our prime purpose in this life is to help others, and if you can’t help them, at least don’t hurt them."

-Dalai Lama
Watford’s relegation is a great chance for us to grow as a team. We’ll be back soon enough.

-Ben Morley
D
Graduating
Class of 2022
Marelene Boehl
“I’m outta here! See you guys later!”

Hira Ali
Don’t stop thinking about tomorrow. It’ll soon be here.

Otto Bendito
“Greatness is only achieved once weaknesses are acknowledged”

Fatma Allam
"We are the descendants of the margin. From it we emerged, and through it we will re-emerge." - Mada Masr

Navya Aggarwal
“I spent 131,490 hours of my life for a paper and a handshake”

Maria Bachmann
Maisha ni magumu lakini inabidi kuzoea

Joao Marques
No amount of therapy will ever make this moment okay.

Priya Bhamra
How can I sum up my amazing time here in such a short space?
Anais e Azevedo
I can finally find out what sleep is

Beatus Chandika
They asked me to write something. So here it is: Something.

Ivan Dudiak
“On the way to unrestrained intellect”

Kristaps Brics
Sorry to disappoint you but my surname pronounced like the rectangular blocks in construction sites

Ihosvanni Cabrera
High School Musical is pretty unrealistic

Obed Combary
I didn’t know these captions were due today.”

Anais e Azevedo
I can finally find out what sleep is

Ariel Dror
“Party Time !!!”

Cloe Federici
“Gilmore Girls S4 E08 13:16”
Sonija Gurung

I know that I will look back on these days as being the happiest of my life.

Donyo Gabriel

If movies have taught me anything, now the real fun starts.

Rue Güzlow

Wasn’t sure what quote to put so pretend this is inspirational... or something

Kerstin Hemp

Sometimes I roll around on the floor and pretend I’m a carrot

Owen Hugo

Don’t gamble your life, you don’t get that twice.

Juhee Hyun

Don’t live someone else’s dream, find your own

Amiira Ibraahim

Yesterday is what brought you to today

Yvette Ingabire

Don’t assume the answer is no before you ask the question.
Henriette Isimbi
I'm always ready for the juice

Qubra Jusabani
I've seen all of your quotes on google bro

Ella Katz
Futures don't make themselves, you have to create them.

Matthew Katamba
"I'm not a witch doctor, I'm just a football coach."
-Arsene Wenger

Sayyada Khaki
There is always enough light for the one who wishes to see it

Zosia Kiestrzyn
"Mom, I am a rich man"
~ Cher

Lara Janine
I actually did it myself...yeah.

Sharon Kirigini
Can I please stay another year? – said no one.
Helena Koops
“What is without a little risk?”
-J.K. Rowling

Marina Lobos
“Spread love everywhere you go. Let no one ever come to you without leaving happier.”
-Mother Teresa

Sebenele Lukhele
“The greatest glory in living lies not in never falling, but in rising every time we fall.”
-Nelson Mandela

Joy Laker
“Failure is a great teacher and, if you are open to it, every mistake has a lesson to offer.”
-Oprah Winfrey

Josephine Lambert
“In real life, I assure you there is no such thing as algebra.”
-Fran Lebowitz

Andre Lupembe
$e^{\pi i} + 1 = 0$
Aggrey Mkumbo
2 years of taking calculated risks without acknowledging I'm bad at math

Francesca Mnenula
Smile because you don't own all the problems in the world :)

Carla Martinez
The best quotes were in the bathrooms outside the old bio room

Vuyo Mkhatshwa
The way to get started is to quit talking and begin doing.

Neil Magambo
Redemption!!!

Aftab Muhammed
Life is what happens when you're busy making other plans.
-John Lennon

Lulu Magesa
Your life has a purpose

Neil Magambo
Redemption!!!

Carla Martinez
The best quotes were in the bathrooms outside the old bio room

Vuyo Mkhatshwa
The way to get started is to quit talking and begin doing.

Aftab Muhammed
Life is what happens when you're busy making other plans.
-John Lennon

Mwesigwa Mulimba
"Me and them are not standing adjacently"
-Jermaine Cole
Rebeca Mwizarubi
My mother always used to say: The older you get, the better you get, unless you’re a banana.

Anitah Namutebi
Someone asked me, if I were stranded on a desert island what book would I bring: How to Build a Boat.

Peace Nanyonga
At Last....

Yambaleka Nchimbi
It is not enough that I should succeed, others must fail

Sarah Ngakeni
5’1 but still higher than your GPA

Kibe Njoroge
Thanks for all the memories and laughs

Esther Ntankwa
Honestly the IB wasnt that bad :)

Jerome Nsiiro
If you stand for nothing, you will fall for anything
Hisham Qawasmeh
- AKA founder of hbesoo

Khaled Qutteneih
I still don’t know how to pay taxes, but I know how to find equal roots for a quadratic function.

Mohamed Ragab
“Greatness is only achieved once weaknesses are acknowledged”

Mridula Raman
Shout out to tiktok for helping me survive these two years

Johannes Rathke
Do what you love, love what you do

Modeste Rukundo
She would rather walk alone in darkness than follow anyone else’s shadow.

Sophia Shirnina
Party time !!!

Helena Silanga
Collect beautiful moments
Mapalo Sumbwe
I'm not a G.O.A.T but I fit the description

Silipa Swai
I promise my Vogue picture will be better.

Inci Ucar
“Greatness is only achieved once weaknesses are acknowledged”

Kinga Toth-Rohoyoni
I accept chaos, I’m not sure whether it accepts me

Emma van Engelen
You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself any direction you choose.

I accept chaos, I'm not sure whether it accepts me

Ondrej Veseley
What feels like the end is often the begining.
Hardworking, loving, witty, strong, passionate; words like these describe your nature. For a long time we watched: watched as the sweat ran down your cheeks, as the tears trickled down from your eyes, as the ideas emerged from your brains, and as the dreams fell onto your plates. We thank you for setting the pace, for inspiring us, It has been an honour to have you as our D2s and you shall truly be missed.

-The Yearbook Committee
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